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Abstract. We introduce the notion of a starshaped set-valued function, and relate it to convex set-
valued functions. We prove a theorem which, in the convex case, implies that single-valuedness is
exceptional if the function is not everywhere single-valued. A second result shows a remarkable
costantness of images for starshaped set-valued functions. Both theorems were inspired from a result
of Deutsch and Singer, which they strengthen.
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1. Introduction

The main theorem in Deutsch and Singer’s paper [1] says that if a set-valued convex
function with nonempty values everywhere on a linear space is somewhere single-
valued, then it is so everywhere.

This theorem can be strengthened by dropping the assumption about the non-
empty values. By the way, this assumption is rather restrictive. In finite dimensions
it yields together with compact-valuedness identical values up to translation, which
is not the case without it.

We further refine the result by enlarging the considered class of functions to that
of starshaped functions, and then by proving the constantness of dimension.

In the followingX andY are two linear spaces.
LetA ⊂ X. A point x ∈ A is calledinternal if on every lineL throughx there

is an open line-segment containingx and included inA (see Köthe [3]); the set
int A of all internal points ofA will be called thecoreof A (Klee calls this set the
intrinsic coreof A [2]).

Let P (Y ) denote the collection of all subsets ofY . We call a functionF : X→
P (Y ) starshapedif there exists a pointy ∈ D(F ) such that, for any pointx ∈
D(F ) and numberλ ∈ (0,1),

F(λx + (1− λ)y) ⊃ λF(x)+ (1− λ)F(y).
Here,D(F ) denotes thedomainof F , i.e. the set on whichF is not empty. Let
S(F ) denote the set of all points able to play the role ofy.

If D(F ) = S(F ) thenF is said to beconvex.
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It is easily seen that for every starshaped functionF , the setS(F ) is convex,
andF |S(F ) is convex. Also, ifF is convex, thenF(x) is empty or convex for all
x ∈ X.

Forx, y ∈ X, the open line-segment fromx to y will be denoted by(x, y).

2. Single-Point Values

THEOREM 1. Let F : X → P (Y ) be starshaped. If F is single-valued at some
internal point ofS(F ) then F is single-valued everywhere inD(F ).

Proof. Suppose the starshaped functionF is single-valued at the pointx0 ∈
int S(F ), but at some other pointx ∈ D(F ) there are two distinct pointsy, z ∈
F(x). Then the line throughx0 andx contains a pointx′ ∈ S(F ) such thatx0 ∈
(x, x′). SoF(x′) 6= ∅. Takeq ∈ F(x′).

Let λ ∈ (0,1) be such thatx0 = λx′ + (1− λ)x. Then

F(x0) ⊃ λF(x′)+ (1− λ)F(x) ⊃ λ{q} + (1− λ){y, z}
= {λq + (1− λ)y, λq + (1− λ)z}.

ThusF(x0) contains more than one point, contrary to the assumption. 2
ForS(F ) = D(F ) we obtain the following corollary; if moreoverD(F ) = X,

we get Deutsch and Singer’s main theorem.

COROLLARY 1. Let F : X → P (Y ) be convex. If F is single-valued at some
internal point ofD(F ) then F is single-valued everywhere inD(F ).

3. Constantness of Dimension

THEOREM 2. Let F : X → P (Y ) be starshaped. Thenx ∈ S(F ) and y ∈
int D(F ) implydimF(x) 6 dimF(y). ConsequentlydimF(x), as a function of x,
is constant onS(F )∩ int D(F ). Moreover, this function is constant onint D(F ) if
int S(F ) 6= ∅.

Proof. Let x ∈ S(F ) and lety be an internal point ofD(F ) distinct fromx.
There is a pointz ∈ D(F ) such thaty ∈ (x, z). Hencey = λx+ (1−λ)z for some
λ ∈ (0,1). Let q ∈ F(z).

Suppose dimF(x) = n < ∞. We can find the pointsa0, a1, . . . , an ∈ F(x)
such thata1 − a0, a2 − a0, . . . , an − a0 are linearly independent. Then

F(y) ⊃ λF(x)+ (1− λ)F(z) ⊃ λ{a0, . . . , an} + (1− λ){q} ⊃ {b0, . . . , bn},
where

bi = λai + (1− λ)q (i = 0, . . . , n).
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Sincebi − b0 = λ(ai − a0), the pointsb1 − b0, . . . , bn − b0 are also linearly
independent, and dimF(y) > dimF(x). Of course, the converse inequality is also
true, in case both points are internal toD(F ) and belong toS(F ).

If x ∈ int S(F ) and, as before,y ∈ int D(F ), then there is a pointx′ ∈ S(F )
such thatx ∈ (x′, y). A similar argument yields now dimF(x) > dimF(y). Thus
dimF(x) = dimF(y). Since the choice ofy in int D(F) was arbitrary, the last
assertion of the theorem is proven. 2

ForS(F ) = D(F ), we get the following corollary.

COROLLARY 2. LetF :X → P (Y ) be convex. ThendimF(x), as a function of
x, is constant on the core ofD(F ) and not larger elsewhere.

If, moreover,D(F ) = X, we get the following corollary, which also implies
Deutsch and Singer’s theorem.

COROLLARY 3. LetF : X→ P (Y ) be convex andD(F ) = X. ThendimF(x),
as a function ofx, is constant onX.
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